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Introduction 

 
March 11, 2020 is known as a date that changed history. This date marked the beginning of the 

COVID-19 pandemic within the United States which shifted the country and world both 

culturally and economically. Starting in March of 2020, every level of government worked to 

navigate the wide spread illness that came with the COVID-19 virus. As the pandemic spread, 

government enforced shutdowns and supply chain issues as well as logistical issues left 

homebound consumers, business owners and suppliers stuck in an ever shifting economic 

landscape. 

The COVID-19 Pandemic emphasized a need for economic resilience within the country. With 

lockdowns, mask mandates and social distancing guidelines more communities experienced an 

elevated impact and were not well equipped to handle these changes. Luckily, both community 

and business leaders within the White River region acted and reacted quickly to help local 

economies stay afloat. This leadership has allowed efforts at White River Planning and 

Development to be focused on preparing communities to be more resilient in the future, instead 

of focusing only on economic recovery from the pandemic.  

Thanks to the Coronavirus, Aid, Relief, and Economic Support Act (CARES Act) provided by 

the Economic Development Administration (EDA) to the District, WRPDD has been able to 

work within the community partners to help navigate this pandemic, while also partnering with 

statewide partners (AEDI, Delta Center, PDDs) to document the effect of the COVID-19 

Pandemic has had on the State of Arkansas.  

 

Documenting the Effects of the COVID-19 De 
 

Pandemic & Statewide Recovery Efforts 

WRPDD has worked with a combined taskforce of planning and development districts around 

the State, Arkansas Economic Development Institute (AEDI) and the Delta Center for Economic 

Development to document the effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic on local communities and 

economies with a goal of providing historical documentation on the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. 

The combined efforts of the districts, AEDI and the Delta center resulted in the development of 

the Arkansas EDA COVID-19 Recovery & Resiliency Initiative which can be viewed at 

https://covidrecovery.youraedi.com/. The site has become the repository for all projects and 

information collected during the pandemic, and will become an archive for the State’s response 

to COVID for future reference. Statewide surveys were conducted which included all regional 

taskforces and a statewide executive task force comprised of representative members from local 

and state government, business, finance, healthcare, K-12 and higher education. The surveys 

were used to develop snapshots of trending issues across the state that informed a list of policy 

recommendations which were provided to representatives of the Arkansas Legislature who 

participated in the statewide committees. Further data collection was displayed on the COVID 

Recovery website as dashboards and story maps which were updated throughout the pandemic.   

https://covidrecovery.youraedi.com/
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As part of the taskforce, one of the goals was to develop a list of the top issues that hindered the 

response to and recovery from COVID-19 within the state. As the task force identifies issues that 

are most common across the state, they can begin addressing them for this pandemic while also 

being better prepared for the next major event that might affect the state. To develop a list of 

action items, during the summer of 2020 surveys and interviews were conducted of the advisory 

committees to better understand how different parts of the state were being affected.   

As a key element to the statewide resilience and recovery, the Delta Center for Economic 

Development designed workshops to introduce participants to new resources available and to 

provide practical training for local governments and businesses alike. Drawing on feedback from 

the Statewide Advisory Council, eight planning & development district advisory committees, 

assessments and discussions with local leaders, a training series was developed as eight (8) 

themed webinars geared towards a statewide audience. 

The webinar series featured state and national leaders in this arena such as Governor Asa 

Hutchison, EDA Regional Director Jorge Ayala, Arkansas Chief Economist and Economic 

Forecaster Dr. Michael Pakko, as well as Charles Marohn the CEO and Founder of Strong 

Towns, Tom Morris the Associate Director Federal Office of Rural Health, Health Resources & 

Services Administration (HRSA) and Alan Morgan the CEO of National Rural Health 

Association (NRHA). 

All Sessions were recorded and will remain online indefinitely as training resources.    

 

Assisting Communities in Accessing Funding 

One of the most important pieces of responding to the pandemic has been helping communities 

and counties take advantage of funding that was available to them in order to respond to the 

current situation and better prepare themselves for the future. Some examples of this include: 

Economic Development Administration  

 

The Economic Development Administration set the precedence for available recovery funding 

throughout the pandemic. With a number of new funding programs which were quickly made 

available to the public, WRPDD staff worked with many of the cities and counties to fund 

various infrastructure projects that would assist these communities with attracting businesses as 

well as building the communities back better than they were prior to the pandemic. The District 

assisted and were awarded 2 construction grants in a combined amount of over $5.5M while also 

securing additional planning funds that aided in technical assistance to all 10 counties.  

AEDC Cares Funding 

As AEDC announced available funding for Community Development Block Grants through 

Arkansas’ CARES Act Funding, staff assisted all 10 of WRPDD’s counties in applying for and 

receiving project funds to renovate and strengthen senior center facilities within the region.  

Once the pandemic hit, senior citizens were advised to avoid public places and encouraged to 

stay home when possible resulting in senior centers becoming stretched thin due to the number 
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of food deliveries being requested. CDBG funds that staff secured for senior centers allowed 

each of the 10 senior centers to add kitchen equipment which replaced current equipment that 

was not suitable for the increased load. Funding also allowed 8 senior centers to purchase new 

Meals on Wheels trucks to help deliver food to homebound senior citizens. WRPDD also 

assisted 2 cities in receiving funding through this same program for public infrastructure. In total, 

the district instigated 12 awards worth upwards of $1.4M.   

American Rescue Plan 

White River Planning and Development District has played a key role in administering the 

Coronavirus Local Fiscal Recovery Funds that were granted to the cities and counties from the 

American Rescue Plan passed in March of 2021. From the beginning, staff members have 

diligently worked to stay on top of all information that was released in order to keep local 

officials knowledgeable about their eligibility. Once funding was released to the states to 

administer to Non-Entitlement Units, the District coordinated with the Arkansas Department of 

Finance and Accounting (DFA) and the Arkansas Municipal League to ensure that all 71 of the 

district cities and incorporated towns had access to the necessary information. This ensured 

funding could be disbursed. WRPDD has continued to advocate for cities and counties in the 

region to state and federal entities, while being readily informed of the proper federal funding 

guidelines and procedures. The District staff has also worked closely with the Arkansas 

Association of Counties to help all 10 county governments handle the funding efficiently. 

Delta Regional Authority 

In 2021 three communities in the region applied for, and received, grant funding through the 

Delta Regional Authority. These three projects total $635,556 worth of investments into small 

communities and will also help train or retain 62 jobs. One project, a levee improvement at the 

city’s wastewater plant, is estimated to affect 1,000 families by preventing an overflow scenario. 

Child Care Support Grants 

Child Care Aware of Northcentral Arkansas is a WRPDD program that works with Childcare 

providers within the region to receive training and certification, as well as a clearinghouse to 

help those within the communities locate child care. During the pandemic, Child Care Aware 

stepped up to help childcare facilities within the White River region access grant funding which 

provided: PPE, operational cost and loss of income, staff retention and recruitment cost as well 

as expansion of infant/toddler areas and/or school age (depending on the areas of highest need). 

Over the past year, Child Care Aware has helped over 240 childcare facilities receive roughly 

550 separate grants. While the exact number of the fiscal effect this program has had on the area 

is too great to count, it is needless to say that these efforts have made a lasting impact on 

improving the resilience of the communities by assisting in the implementation of high-quality 

childcare.    

Resiliency Work in Progress 

Prior to the pandemic, WRPDD continually advocated for the resiliency of communities within 

the district. The District has always strived to help the region increase their ability to withstand 
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negative events, whether natural disasters or economic downturn. To accomplish this, the 

District has specifically utilized primarily the following programs.  

Hazard Mitigation Planning 

One way the District staff have advocated for resiliency is to facilitate Hazard Mitigation Plans 

for all counties and many of the cities. Developing these plans and updating them on a regular 

basis allows communities to take an in-depth look at their infrastructure, the condition it is in and 

how it could be upgraded or rehabilitated to prevent devastation during a natural hazard 

occurrence. Multi-Jurisdictional plans open the communities up to a wider range of funding 

opportunities, specifically FEMA mitigation funds to which they would not otherwise be 

eligible.  

Strategic Use of RLF Funding to encourage Resiliency 

WRPDD has been a Revolving Loan Fund lender since the 1980s. With renewed interest in 

resiliency, the RLF Administrator has implemented a strategic plan for the use of new and 

existing RLF funds. The District aims to focus funding on projects that will encourage growth 

and diversification within the economy while also avoiding unnecessary risks. To do this, the 

District invests in existing businesses looking to expand or those hoping to move to the area. 

Providing the option of alternative funding as opposed to traditional banking has proved to be an 

important asset to not only the District but also the communities it serves.  

County Snapshots 

The following snapshots paint a brief but compelling picture of the economic landscape in the 

White River Planning and Development District. Both economic health and perceived economic 

resilience can be difficult topics to describe. Infographics such as the following are the best way 

to get a clear picture of the health and resilience of a community.  There are two separate 

snapshots for each county, as well as one graphic that was developed for the region as a whole. 

The first is the county snapshot developed for the most recent CEDS update in 2020. The data 

depicts the uniqueness of counties within the WRPDD region. Each of the following 

infographics depict the community and economic make-up of the ten counties. 

The second snapshot was developed by partners at the Delta Center for Economic Development.  

These infographics give a summary of significant socio-economic indicators that are commonly 

used to evaluate a county's ability to withstand future pandemics.  

Using these graphics and the data they were developed from, the planning team has decided on 

several necessary resiliency initiatives that will help the region as staff continue to strive for 

economic success. Part of building a resilient region comes from understanding that there is not a 

“one size fits all” approach to resilience. Because of this, the goal of WRPDD is to strive to 

encourage resilience through sustainable community and economic development. 
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Resiliency Strategic Planning Moving Forward 

WRPDD worked alongside the other planning and development districts to pool resources and 

study the nationwide resiliency trends. These efforts were used to determine how the district 

could best implement resiliency within the region. During this study, staff referenced areas along 

the gulf coast where frequent threat of hurricanes has pushed the idea of community and 

economic resilience to the forefront of their agendas. Even though there is no one size fits all 

approach to resilience, the District can learn valuable lessons from how organizations like Gulf 

Coast Economic Development District have encouraged resiliency within their region. The 

mission of resiliency planning for WRPDD includes determining the District's ability to 

anticipate risks, evaluate how those risks will impact key economic assets in the region and 

focusing on how to build responsive capacity for the District as a whole prior to catastrophic 

events. 

Throughout the past two years, WRPDD has placed an emphasis on developing processes in 

which the district could help communities within the region recover and respond to the COVID-

19 pandemic. While doing this, staff referenced closely the action items set forth in the most 

recent Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) with the goal of using the 

pandemic to gauge how well these items help prepare communities for resiliency. The action 

items are as follows: 

1. Workforce Development and Training 

2. Infrastructure Improvements 

3. Competitive Living Wages 

4. Tourism 

5. Rural Access to Quality Health Care 

6. Disaster Planning 

7. Access to Broadband 

The plan that follows shows how implementing the action items from the WRPDD CEDS will 

assist in the future resiliency and recovery of the region. 

1) Workforce Development and Training 

During the past year and a half, the District has seen how a spike in unemployment can devastate 

a community. Both through data collection and community surveys, the impact employment has 

on communities has been evident. WRPDD is well equipped to be a strategic partner for 

communities in the job market. Staff will continue to actively work with EDA and AEDC to help 

bring new employers to the region as well as work with communities to help ensure that the 

District’s cities and counties can support their communities and employers. Through the 

partnership with the Northcentral Arkansas Workforce Development Area and the Workforce 

Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) program, the District’s programs ensure that 

communities are prepared with trained and skilled workers to support existing and incoming 

industry. 

The partnership between WRPDD and the WIOA program allows the district to assist existing 

and new regional industries with staffing needs and trends. When a disaster affects a local 
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industry, such as an economic downturn, the workforce's ability to adapt to and respond to the 

tragedy is key to keeping the community thriving. The largest factor in a workforce’s ability to 

adapt is education and training. The WIOA program’s capability to connect the regional 

workforce with training and education allows this program to be a major asset in the resiliency of 

the workforce.  

Moving forward, WRPDD is committed to continuing to help communities thrive and put their 

best foot forward to retain their current industries and recruit new ones. With the understanding 

that an educated workforce is resilient, WRPDD will continue to work alongside the WIOA 

program to strengthen the relationship with the schools and universities within the region and 

find new innovative ways to train, retrain and cross-train the workforce in the area.   

2) Infrastructure Improvements 

A major factor in community resilience, especially from natural disasters, is the strength of 

public infrastructures such as roads, water/wastewater systems, public use facilities, etc. In the 

face of a disaster, the biggest threat to most of the small rural areas is aging and overwhelmed 

public infrastructure. Aging roads and bridges are often the first to fail when disaster strikes. 

Water and wastewater systems that are already struggling to provide for the community cannot 

withstand the stresses that come with disaster scenarios. It is common for facilities such as 

community centers and city halls to become staging grounds and command centers for rescue 

and response operations in the event of disaster. If these facilities are not kept updated, they can 

become another casualty instead of a beacon of hope for the community. 

Outside of disaster situations, aging infrastructure inhibits economic growth and expansion. 

Businesses looking to invest in a community, such as companies trying to expand and those 

interested in relocation rely on public infrastructure, especially roads and water supplies. A 

community with run-down streets and an aging water system is at a disadvantage in recruiting 

new businesses and at risk of losing existing industry. The risk of losing current industry in most 

small communities that might only have a handful of employers is just as much of a threat, if not 

more, to the livelihood of citizens of the area. 

Infrastructure improvements will not only increase a community's ability to withstand natural 

disasters, but it will also help the community's economic landscape survive and thrive as well. 

WRPDD will continue to assist communities, cities, towns and counties by guiding them on how 

to invest in and improve their current infrastructure while also helping leaders as they expand 

public services to all members and regions of a community. 

3) Competitive Living Wages 

The Pandemic has exposed how significant the wage gap in certain areas is and how necessary a 

living wage is to a family unit’s ability to be resilient. A community looking to form resilience 

must start by developing a culture of resilience within its population. The starting point of this 

culture is dependent on the ability of citizens to make a living. 

Multiple studies done throughout the state by AEDI and others nationally show that a vast 

number of people were struggling to make ends meet financially before the pandemic. This issue 

was exasperated by business closures brought on by the pandemic. When businesses closed, 
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employees who relied on hourly rates, especially in the food service and hospitality industries, 

saw an immediate loss of income. This loss of income forced employees to rely on savings, 

loans, and governmental assistance. A living wage is defined by Merriam-Webster Dictionary as, 

“a wage sufficient to provide the necessities and comforts essential to an acceptable standard of 

living. “ In a resilient community, the ability to save money in preparation for a disaster should 

be accounted for in a living wage and one of the most efficient was to accomplish this is to 

ensure there is a competitive job market which allows for employees to leverage their skills. 

To assist with this, WRPDD will continue to work with local city and county governments and 

economic development organizations to encourage business growth and development within the 

region. This emphasis on business growth will incentivize local companies to set a standard 

wage that is fair enough to keep talented employees, thus raising the median wage in the process. 

As the region slowly moves towards a post-pandemic environment, the District will have a better 

understanding of which wages are fair or necessary during typical economic environments as 

well as disaster events and will respond accordingly in the future.  

4) Tourism 

The tourism industry within the WRPDD region was less effected than some of the other regions 

in the state. While the hospitality and food service industries in the region did face shutdowns, 

the region’s abundance of outdoor and nature based tourism attractions saw an uptick in interest 

during the pandemic. The ability for people to explore the outdoors in a safe and socially 

distanced manner led to an uptick in sales in most outdoor recreation industries. Because of this 

uptick, the lakes, campgrounds and hiking trails within the region and across the state saw an 

increase in use. WRPDD is going to use this momentum to encourage the local communities to 

see the positives that came with this uptick and interests as well as endorse and encourage the 

tourism sector during future disaster events. 

Tourism creates jobs, attracts business to local vendors and increases the tax base for local 

governments. The ability of tourism to affect every level of a community makes it an excellent 

economic driver and with the state’s recent emphasis on outdoor/adventure tourism the natural 

features of the White River region are going to be desirable destinations. 

Moving forward, WRPDD is committed to working with the local city and county governments 

to analyze how to best capitalize on this interest, and how to best leverage local, state, and 

federal funding opportunities to maximize the regions tourism. WRPDD will also continue to 

encourage city and county governments to promote tourism throughout the region. 

5) Rural Access to Quality Health Care 

Access to health care became a pivotal issue over the past two years. Due to this “disaster” being 

a viral pandemic it emphasized the need of communities to have access to good quality health 

care. Bringing to the forefront technology assisted healthcare such as telehealth, allowed doctors 

to reach clinics and household in regions they did not have had access to beforehand. The 

widespread use of such technologies has shown new possibilities to reaching the more rural areas 

of the state. WRPDD hopes that city and county governments will lean into this new normal in 

health care to continue to serve the communities. 
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Moving forward, WRPDD is looking forward to working with local communities and 

governments to identify barriers that further hinder the regions access to quality health care and 

work with providers to help eliminate those barriers. This will include continuing to push 

communities to invest in high-speed internet access in rural areas outside the reach of traditional 

hospitals, working with local colleges to recruit and educate nurses to help staff hospitals and 

working with communities to partner with healthcare providers to recruit and retain qualified 

staff.  

6) Disaster Planning & Technical Assistance 

WRPDD staffs’ ability to support communities within the region both in planning and technical 

assistance is of upmost importance. During the pandemic, staff ramped up efforts to help 

communities by acting as a one-stop shop for technical assistance as it related to state and federal 

assistance being offered to communities and counties trying to recover from COVID-19. Staff 

also worked tirelessly helping communities and counties apply for funding opportunities that 

were continuously presenting during this time. 

As previously stated, District staff has helped cities, counties, childcare facilities, and hospitals 

submit a total of 565 grant applications for various funding opportunities. This number does not 

include the work staff did to help all 10 counties and 68 cities in the region accept the County 

and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds (CLFRF) made available by the American Rescue Plan. 

District staff has also been essential in assisting communities as they navigate the federal 

guidelines set forth with this funding, and the reporting requirements involved also.  

Moving forward, the District plans on continuing to go above and beyond to help the 

communities and county within the region capitalize on the state and federal funding made 

available while also encouraging communities to leverage funding for disaster relief and 

recovery planning as well as economic resilience. If another disaster were to occur on the level 

that COVID-19 did, the District will already have in place a system of response that will quickly 

and efficiently fall into place.  

7) Increase Broadband Access 

Over the past two years it has been recognized how internet access can make a substantial 

difference for the resiliency of a community. Internet access, especially quality high-speed 

internet, affects every part of people’s lives and even more so as the area moves into post-

pandemic. Improving internet access and speeds to communities improves access to education, 

healthcare, work and more. Also, with the increased popularity of remote work the shift away 

from metropolitan cities to smaller more rural settings pivots towards the ability to work via the 

internet. Because of this trend, an emphasis on internet quality has allowed some of the White 

River region to attract new talent.  

In the future, District staff will continue to encourage cities and towns to take advantage of 

programs such as AR Rural Connect, which is explicitly designed to extend broadband to 

unreached, or barely reached areas. WRPDD will also provide technical assistance to cities that 

are looking for grant funding to increase internet speeds in order to encourage new business.  
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WRPDD ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Janet Smith 

Executive Director Email: jsmith@wrpdd.org 

Phone: 870.793.5233 

Regan Miller 

Economic Development Planner Email: regan@wrpdd.org 

Phone: 870.793.5233 

Carson Grant 

Regional Economic Disaster Recovery Coordinator Email: carson@wrpdd.org 

Phone: 870.793.5233  

WRPDD COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

Mitzi Hargan 

Director of Community Development Email: mitzi@wrpdd.org 

Phone: 870.793.5233 

Carrie McIntosh 

Community Development Coordinator Email: cmcintosh@wrpdd.org 

Phone: 870.793.5233 

*The WRPDD Economic Resilience Plan was compiled by efforts of the Regional Economic Disaster

Recovery Coordinator, a grant funded position designated by the Economic Development Administration

to assist the District in responding to and preparing for the pandemic.
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